
WORK EXPERIENCE

Junior Developer, Full Stack

Art & Science | Mar 2021 - present

Developed custom web pages and features for
professional websites using Git, BitBucket,
WordPress, PHP, JavaScript, React, Vue 
Performed website health checks, accessibility
checks, maintenance, and bug fixes and effectively
communicated with the Project Manager
Created internal tools such as a Slack Bot that used
multiple APIs and webhooks to send data to the
company Slack channels
Succinctly updated and contributed to company
developer documentation

Web Developer

Freelance | Jan 2021 – Mar 2021

Created interactive and well-designed web
applications using best practices and accessibility
for website development, including mobile and
responsive site design

FRONT-END DEVELOPER

Amanda Monteiro

CONTACT

Email: amandamonteiro.contact

@ gmail.com

Portfolio: amandamonteiro.ca

LinkedIn: amandamonteiro-3

GitHub: armontei

Twitter: amandamcodes

ABOUT

Strives to create a meaningful user experience that is accessible across all screen sizes or through assistive technology.
Takes initiative and finds creative solutions to problems before they even have a chance to arise. Effective mediator
when conflicts occur and a proven leader.

EDUCATION

Juno College of Technology

Web Development Certificate

Immersive Web Development, Oct - Dec 2020
Accelerated JavaScript, Sep - Oct 2020
Web Development 101, Jul 2020

University of Waterloo
Bachelor of Science in Psychology, Biology Minor

Residence Life Advisor, Sep 2013 - Apr 2014
Orientation Week Leader, Sep 2012
Science First Year Rep, Sep 2010 - Apr 2011

SKILLS

HTML5
CSS3, SCSS, Tailwind
JavaScript (ES6)
jQuery
REST APIs
React
Vue
Firebase
Git/GitHub/BitBucket
Responsive Design
Web Accessibility
PHP
WordPress
Laravel

FEATURED PROJECTS

I Dream of Cleannie | React, Firebase, Sass

An app that allows users to enter cleaning tasks for different
rooms in their homes. Users can mark each task as
complete or delete the task. Users can also click a button to
generate a random suggested task based on the room. 

A Moment of Calm | jQuery, Sass

An app that allows users to select a background image, an
audio file to play, and set a timer, or have one randomly
chosen. An animation will play if the user chooses to have a
visualizer accompany the timer. 

Meme in a Giffy | React, Firebase, Rest API, Sass

Agency style group project where users can create memes
by searching for gifs with the Giphy API and adding text to it.
Memes are saved through Firebase and users can search
through memes already created by using keywords. Users
can upvote or downvote memes.

https://twitter.com/amandamcodes
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amandamonteiro-3/
https://github.com/armontei
https://github.com/armontei
https://twitter.com/amandamcodes
https://armontei.github.io/amanda-monteiro-project-5/
https://armontei.github.io/amanda-monteiro-project-3/
https://project6bootcamp.github.io/project6AmandaHansChristianBenZahra/

